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■ Entrepreneurship
JA Be Entrepreneurial is a reimagined, modular
learning experience that teaches students about the
mindset and the skills needed for success by aspiring
entrepreneurs and innovators who add value to any
organization. Students completing all three modules
use Design Thinking, a problem-solving approach, to
create business ideas. Students also learn to transform
their ideas into concise, effective, and actionable onepage business plans. JA Be Entrepreneurial is part of
the JA Entrepreneurship Pathway.
Participating students will have the opportunity to
compete in a new national virtual competition, JA Social
Innovation Challenge, which provides a platform for
them to share their innovative ideas for improving their
communities and to compete for national honors.
This learning experience is designed for Grades 9–12,
in-school or after-school/out-of-school. The learning
experience can be completed in three modules, 3–5
in class hours per module based on delivery of the
required content versus optional content.
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teacher-led content, volunteerled opportunities, and selfguided content to support
flexible implementation options.
There are a series of three core
modules, with each module
comprising multiple 45-minute
sessions.

Modules can be offered together
or as stand-alone experiences
to meet the diverse needs of
educators and students.
Each module offers a
culminating, self-guided project
for students to create an artifact
that allows them to apply what
they have learned.
Within a module, some sessions
and activities are required for
standard implementation. Other
sessions are optional to meet
additional requirements, such as
eligibility for the competition.
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JA Be Entrepreneurial
OUTLINE OF MODULES AND SESSIONS
Module: JA Creative Problem Solving™
Students learn and apply Design Thinking, an innovative process for problem
solving used by entrepreneurs (and intrapreneurs) to brainstorm customercentric ideas. This process focuses on the user needs and experience through
the creation of empathy maps, problem statements, high-level solutions,
prototypes, and testing plans to validate a design solution.

1

Session One: Identifying the Problem
Students are oriented to problem/solution thinking practices and
introduced to the Design Thinking process of creative problem solving.
They explore the first step (Empathize) that teaches them to look at
problems as human-centered, from the customer’s perspective.

2

Session Two: Exploring Solutions
Students focus on the second and third steps of the Design Thinking
process (Define and Ideate). They summarize the root cause of the issue
in a problem statement and then use brainstorming techniques to
generate viable ideas as solutions.

3

Session Three: Prototyping the Solution
Students use rapid prototyping techniques to create an inexpensive
model of their solution for customer review and feedback. This process
teaches the importance of keeping customers involved in the process
without large investments of time or money.

4

Session Four: Testing the Solution
Students devise testing plans to validate the design and function of their
prototyped ideas with customer participants. User testing emphasizes
the importance of ongoing improvement cycles in the Design Thinking
model.

5

Session Five: Applying Design Thinking (Optional, Self-Guided)
Students complete a cumulative Design Thinking project to demonstrate
comprehension and execution of the creative problem-solving process.
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JA Be Entrepreneurial
Module: JA Think Like an Entrepreneur™
Students develop a mindset that enables opportunity identification, innovation,
value creation, and problem solving. They learn the entrepreneurial principles,
strategies, and skills through the experiences of others and apply them to their
own lives.

1

Session One: Developing a Mindset
Students are introduced to entrepreneurship and the characteristics of a
mindset that promote success in their personal and professional lives.

2

Session Two: Assessing Entrepreneurial Potential
Students demonstrate their understanding of the entrepreneurial
characteristics by identifying prevalent skills in scenarios. Then,
they complete an introspective personal assessment about their
entrepreneurial potential.

3

Session Three: Creating an Entrepreneurial Action Plan (Optional, SelfGuided)
Students craft a personal action plan to start thinking like an
entrepreneur in their daily life and career aspirations.

JA Creative Problem Solving™
JA BE ENTREPRENEURIAL®

JA Think Like an Entrepreneur™

Student Activity

NAME: _________________________________________________________________

DATE: _______________________

Distinguishing Entrepreneurial
Characteristics
Entrepreneurial Mindset Characteristics

Guide for Volunteers and Teachers

Adaptable

If you are adaptable, you have an easy time adjusting to new or
changing requirements. You take setbacks in stride, learn from your
failures, and easily change direction, as needed.

Creative

If you are creative, you actively seek out different and unique
solutions. You listen to feedback and use it to improve ideas.

Problemsolver

If you are a problem-solver, you enjoy finding the best solution to
a problem. You research and analyze a problem to come up with a
creative solution for moving forward.

Decisive

If you are decisive, you make informed decisions quickly. You analyze
and think about the options before making a final decision based on
what you know.

Persevering

If you are persevering, you never give up on your dreams. You push
through changes, problems, and failures and keep moving forward.

Risk-taker

If you are a risk-taker, you are not afraid to take calculated risks and
chances.

Critical thinker

If you are a critical thinker, you approach things clearly and rationally.
You use information and logic to find the best possible answer.

Self-confident

If you are self-confident, you are certain of your abilities and believe in
yourself. You know your limits and are willing to take risks within your
skill set.
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JA Be Entrepreneurial
Module: JA Rapid Business Planning®
Students learn about the foundations of lean business planning using the
Lean Canvas, a streamlined, one-page, business plan template. Rapid business
planning is emphasized to test and refine the approach in continuous
improvement cycles.

1

Session One: Planning with the Customer in Mind
Students are introduced to lean business planning and focus on the
customer-focused segments of the Lean Canvas. They identify customer
segments, the problem to be solved, and the intended solution.

2

Session Two: Summarizing the Customer Elements
Students learn about customer communication channels and the most
effective practices for reaching their customers. Then, they practice
completing the customer elements of the lean business plan using an
original or supplied idea.

3

Session Three: Formulating the Finances
Students focus on financial elements of the Lean Canvas, including cost
structure, pricing, and revenue streams. Then, they identify what metrics
are key to gauge the performance and health of the venture.

4

Session Four: Conveying the Business’s Value
Students identify the business’s unique value and competitive advantage
to convey its “edge.” Then, students practice writing compelling unique
value proposition (UVP) statements and identifying a business’s
competitive advantage.

5

Session Five: Completing and Testing the Lean Business Plan
Students practice completing the marketing and financial elements
of the lean business plan using an original or supplied idea. Then,
they review the importance of testing the business plan for ongoing
refinement.

6

Session Six: Developing a Lean Business Plan (Optional, Self-Guided)
Students construct a lean business plan with an original idea using the
Lean Canvas to demonstrate comprehension and execution of business
planning.
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